UNDERSTANDING LEAF SPOTS IN PEPPERS

» Bacterial (leaf) spot is one of the most damaging diseases of pepper.
» An integrated disease management program provides the best control of this disease.
» Disease resistance is an important component of disease control.

THE CAUSES OF BACTERIAL SPOT

Four different species belonging to the bacterial genus *Xanthomonas* have been identified as causing bacterial spot of pepper, tomato, and other solanaceous plants. Of these, the species *Xanthomonas euvesicatoria* is the most common cause of the disease on peppers in North America. There are strains of the pathogen that only infect peppers, strains that only infect tomato, and strains that can infect both crop species, which can be important where the two crops are grown in close proximity.

Another leaf spot disease of peppers that may be confused with bacterial spot is called Syringae seedling blight and leaf spot. This disease usually only develops on young seedlings, causing small spots on the cotyledons and first true leaves. Severe infections can kill young seedlings. However, older tissues are generally not affected, and infected seedlings can recover. Unlike bacterial spot, which is favored by warm temperatures, Syringae seedling blight and leaf spot develops best at relatively cool temperatures, between 61 and 75°F. This disease is not common and has limited distribution in North America.

BACTERIAL SPOT SYMPTOMS

Bacterial spot on peppers first appears as small, water-soaked areas on the undersides of leaves. These areas can quickly enlarge into spots that are up to ¼ inch in diameter, turn dark brown and become slightly raised (Figure 1). On the upper sides of leaves, the spots are slightly depressed with brown borders and beige centers. Infected leaves turn yellow and drop prematurely. This defoliation can expose developing fruit to sunscald, and the loss of leaves reduces the plant’s ability to adequately support fruit development. The pathogen can also infect the fruit, and there are significant losses from the shedding of blossoms and abortion of developing fruit. Any remaining fruit may not be marketable due to small size, deformities, and brown, circular lesions. The spot bacteria do not rot fruit directly, but lesions on fruit can provide an entrance for other fruit rotting pathogens, resulting in fruit decay.

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS

Bacterial spot develops most rapidly during periods of warm temperatures and prolonged wet conditions. The pathogen survives in and on seed and in plant debris. Commercially produced seed is often treated to reduce the presence of the pathogen. However, even a low seed infection rate can result in significant levels of disease developing in the field. The disease can also be brought in on infected transplants. It is possible for the pathogen to survive on the surface of transplants, causing no visible symptoms, and these asymptomatic, infested seedlings can be an important source of infection once they are transplanted into a field.

The pathogen can also survive in the field on infested crop debris for a limited amount of time. Persistence of debris (and pathogen) depends on environmental conditions, and the pathogen can survive in debris for at least a year in some situations. Infected weed and volunteer host plants may also be sources of inoculum.

CONTROL

The control of bacterial spot requires an integrated program of management strategies. The use of certified, disease free seed and transplants is highly recommended. Seed treatments with hot water or chemicals can effectively reduce levels of bacteria on and in the seed, but such treatments can also lower seed viability and

Figure 1. Initial water-soaking symptoms and older, necrotic lesions of bacterial spot on pepper.
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Sanitation practices are also needed to reduce levels of inoculum in the field. These practices include the control of solanaceous weeds, such as nightshade, horseradish, and jimsonweed. Volunteer tomato and pepper plants should be removed and destroyed, as should any symptomatic plants in the planting. After the final harvest, disk or plow fields as soon as possible to promote the quick decomposition of crop debris. It is especially important to destroy spring planted plants before transplanting a fall crop into the same field. Do not replant into organic or plastic mulch that was used for a previous crop.

A minimum of a one year rotation away from pepper and other solanaceous crops is highly recommended, with a three year rotation preferred. Growers should also avoid planting pepper, tomato, eggplant, and potatoes close to each other during the season.

Avoid the use of overhead, sprinkler irrigation, and do not work in fields when plants are wet, as the disease can spread easily on workers clothing, tools, and field equipment when free moisture is present. Clean equipment that has been used in infested fields before taking it into non-infested plantings.

Applications of fixed copper bactericides, such as Kocide® and Champ®, can be used to protect plants and slow the spread of bacterial spot. Copper-resistant strains of the pathogen are fairly common, but additional products, such as Tanos® or Serenade®, can be mixed with the copper-based materials to enhance the activity and improve control. Do not apply these with high pressure, airblast sprayers, as this can spread the pathogen in the field.

DISEASE RESISTANCE

Bacterial spot resistant varieties are an important component of a disease management program and resistance is now the primary means for managing this disease. The first resistance gene in pepper (Bs1) was identified in the 1960s. This gene causes plants to have a hypersensitive response to infection, which means that infected cells quickly die, stopping the growth of the pathogen. Several other hypersensitive inducing resistance genes (Bs2, Bs3, Bs4, and Bst) have since been discovered in pepper. These genes target specific genetic traits in the pathogen, but the pathogen has been able to adapt to these resistance genes, and new races of the pathogen have developed that can overcome this resistance. As of 2012, eleven races of the bacterial spot pathogens had been identified on pepper. Pyramiding, or combining several resistance genes in a single cultivar, provides resistance to multiple races of the pathogen and reduces the chances of new race development. Recently, two new resistance genes (bs5 and bs6) were identified in pepper. These genes work differently, not inducing a hypersensitive response, and when used together they provide resistance to all currently known races. The X10R® pepper varieties from Seminis include a compliment of bacterial spot resistance genes that provide at least intermediate levels of resistance to all currently known races of the bacterial spot pathogens.

Even when planting resistant pepper varieties, the management of bacterial spot on peppers should involve an integrated approach that includes eliminating potential sources of inoculum, promoting environmental conditions less favorable for disease, regular monitoring for symptoms, and protecting plants from infection.
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